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GENUINE ACCESSORIES

CITIGO



For a car renowned for its compactness, the Citigo is undeniably 
big on agility, practicality and functionality. These key qualities  
are further increased with the addition of ŠKODA Genuine 
Accessories, which also enable you to express your personal 
tastes to the highest standards.

More than that however, they transform the car from an inner  
city marvel to one perfectly equipped for taking away on a  
fun-filled family adventure or adrenalin-fuelled sporting trip.

From enhancements that improve child safety and make 
transporting your luggage easier, to those that add greater design 
flair and versatility, it goes without saying every accessory has 
been rigorously tested and is fully compatible with the Citigo.

SUPERSIZING  
SMALL
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Although the ŠKODA Citigo is at home on city 
streets, its capacity is far greater than that. 
Moreover, with ŠKODA Genuine Accessories,  
you can impress an individual character on your 
car and highlight those qualities that matter 
in your lifestyle. We bring you attractive design 
features, alloy wheels, items to increase the  
car’s level of convenience and comfort, modern 
automotive equipment for quality listening and 
navigation, and safety-related accessories, 
including child seats. 

All the products we offer have been approved by 
ŠKODA AUTO and their primary characteristics 
include reliability and long service life.
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While the Citigo’s bold exterior already cuts through the noise as it zips through the streets, the  

following sports design packages enable you showcase your personality in style. Of course, while  

these packages quickly transform the look of the entire car, our designers haven’t stopped there.  

You’ll also find a host of Genuine Accessories that enable you to enhance individual features on  

the car. Everything from eye-catching roof and door sill spoilers, to decorative foils and alloys.

RED & GREY PACK
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Decorative foil set – front bumper, bonnet (1ST 064 317AH) 
Decorative foil set – roof, tailgate (1ST 064 317AJ) 
 
Can be delivered with a new car
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SPORT & DESIGN



CHROME PACK
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
3rd door chromed decorative strip – side doors (1ST 071 328)
5th door chromed decorative strip – side doors (1ST 071 328A)
External mirror decorative chrome caps (1ST 072 530A)
Can be delivered with a new car
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SQUARE PACK
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Decorative foil – Roof
Side door decorative foil C-pillar – 3rd door
Side door decorative foil C-pillar – 5th door 
Decorative foil set – bonnet, splash guard and rear door foil 
Roof spoiler in body colour
Decorative front bumper strip in black
Can be delivered with a new car

MOVE PACK
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Decorative foil set in white:
Roof, front and back part of a car (1ST 064 317K)
Decorative foil set in black:
Roof, front and back part of a car (1ST 064 317J)
Can be delivered with a new car
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Side door sill spoilers 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
(1ST 071 685)

Decorative door sill covers 
with stainless steel inserts and Citigo inscription
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
3-door version (1ST 071 303)
5-door version (1ST 071 303A)

Decorative door sill foils
ŠKODA Genuine Accessoriess 
3-door version  
(1ST 071 310D)
5-door version  
(1ST 071 310E)

Decorative door sill foils
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
3-door version (1ST 071 310B)
5-door version (1ST 071 310C)

Front bumper strip
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
in black (1ST 071 004C FL8)
in white (1ST 071 004C FM9)

5th door decorative strip
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
(1ST 071 360)

You can further underline the fresh design of the Citigo with ŠKODA Genuine Accessories. For maximising the 

expressive appearance of your car, we offer the sport design package (see photos on the left), which you can 

choose in either of two colour schemes, and a styling kit (see photos on the right). You can also opt for other 

accessories products, such as door sill spoilers and decorative covers, a roof spoiler, and 14" or 15" alloy wheels.
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Serpens 1ST 071 496G FM9
Light-alloy wheel 6,0J x 16" for 185/50 R16 tyres 
in white design

Serpens 1ST 071 496G 8Z8
Light-alloy wheel 6,0J x 16" for 185/50 R16 tyres 
in silver metallic design

Auriga 1ST 071 495F
Light-alloy wheel 5,5J x 15" for 185/55 R15 tyres 
in silver metallic design

Serpens 1ST 071 495G FL8
Light-alloy wheel 6,0J x 16" for 185/50 R16 tyres 
in black metallic design, brushed

Scorpius 1ST 071 496J FL8
Light-alloy wheel 6,0J x 16" for 185/50 R16 tyres 
in black metallic design, brushed

Scorpius 1ST 071 496N FM9
Light-alloy wheel 6,0J x 16" for 185/50 R16 tyres 
in white design, brushed

Scorpius 1ST 071 496H 8Z8
Light-alloy wheel 6,0J x 16" for 185/50 R16 tyres 
in silver metallic design

Scorpius 1ST 071 496K FM9
Light-alloy wheel 6,0J x 16" for 185/50 R16 tyres 
in white design

WHEELS
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TIME TO TURN A FEW HEADS
Sporty or elegant? Black or white? Our choice of Genuine 

Wheels provides the perfect opportunity to make a real 

statement of intent with your Citigo’s exterior.



Decorative valve caps  
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
(000 071 215C)

Crux 1ST 071 495M 8Z8
Light-alloy wheel 5,5J x 15" for 185/55 R15 tyres 
in silver metallic design

Auriga 1ST 071 495G FM9
Light-alloy wheel 5,5J x 15" for 185/55 R15 tyres 
in white design

Auriga 1ST 071 495G FL8
Light-alloy wheel 5,5J x 15" for 185/55 R15 tyres 
in black metallic design

Apus 1ST 071 494E FL8
Light-alloy wheel 5,0J x 14" for 165/70 R14 tyres 
in black metallic design

Apus  1ST 071 494E FM9
Light-alloy wheel 5,0J x 14" for 165/70 R14 tyres 
in white design

Apus 1ST 071 494D
Light-alloy wheel 5,0J x 14" for 165/70 R14 tyres 
in silver metallic design

Crux 1ST 071 495N FL8
Light-alloy wheel 5,5J x 15" for 185/55 R15 tyres 
in black metallic design

Crux 1ST 071 495P FM9
Light-alloy wheel 5,5J x 15" for 185/55 R15 tyres 
in white design
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A TEST OF METAL
When it comes to checking the quality of our alloy wheels, we’re unapologetically testing. First they have to prove their resistance to  

corrosion, climatic influences and driving strain. Then the layer of heat-resistant paint is tested over and over for strength and durability. 

Cover for the complete set of wheels 
(000 073 900B)



ADD YOUR OWN DISTINCTIVE MARK IN MINUTES
When it comes to personalising your Citigo, no accessory gives you more creative freedom than our revolutionary 

decorative interior foil. Designed to fit perfectly into the space on the dashboard in front of the passenger seat, 

the foil can display any image or design you choose. Will you take your loved ones at home away with you on 

every trip? Will a shot of a favourite holiday destination make the final cut? Perhaps you’ll simply use it as an 

opportunity to further fine-tune the interior to your exact tastes. The choice is entirely yours, as is the option  

to update the design as often as you want, as the foil can easily be removed and replaced. 

GET STUCK IN

1. FIND THE PERFECT SHOT
Take a snap to suit, or choose a firm 
favourite. Be as creative as you like, 

after all, your Citigo, your rules.

2. UPLOAD YOUR SHOT
Head to eshop.skoda-auto.com and  

use the Interior Foils app. Follow the online 
instructions and in just a few simple clicks  

you’ll have selected the right dashboard  
décor and made any necessary adjustments.  

Once the order’s been placed your  
finished foil will delivered to your home.

3. APPLY WITH CARE
Once delivered, stick the foil to the dashboard by following the included 
instructions. If however you’d rather leave the foil sticking process to us,  
just get in touch with your nearest ŠKODA partner who’ll be happy to help.

READY AND WAITING
Don’t worry if you haven’t got the perfect shot to hand, as our designers have been busy creating a choice 

of themes to perfectly complement the interior. Nine black and white decorative foil designs are currently 

available to choose from, which can be ordered from the ŠKODA eShop. Decisions, decisions.

PICTURE PERFECT INTERIOR
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
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Smartphone holder
Designed to complement the Citigo’s modern interior, this handy smartphone holder easily attaches to the dashboard.  
What’s more, thanks to its adjustable design you won’t have to upgrade the holder when you upgrade your phone. (1ST 051 435B)

Connecting cable USB
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
Micro (5JA 051 446J)  
Mini (5JA 051 446H) 
Apple (5E0 051 510E) 

At ŠKODA we understand how important it is to stay connected 

on the go. From additional journey information to easy access to 

your favourite playlists, these useful accessories help you make 

smarter use of your smartphone and get the most out of the 

Citigo’s state-of-the-art infotainment systems. 

INFOTAINMENT
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There’s no denying the Citigo packs an 

impressive amount into its ingeniously small 

frame. Of course, sometimes you want to add 

a few extra personal touches of your own. 

These accessories enable you to increase the 

comfort of your passengers, further enhance 

the practicality of the boot and ensure you can 

transport your four-legged best friend around 

the city and beyond in complete safety.

Organiser for front seat backrest
(000 061 609A)

Rear side window sunblinds
3-door version (1ST 064 363)  
5-door version (1ST 064 363A)
Boot space window sunblind 
(1ST 064 361)

Front mud flaps
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
(1ST 075 111A)

Rear mud flaps
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
(1ST 075 101A)
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COMFORT  
& UTILITY



Dog safety belt  
Size S (000 019 409A) 
Size M (000 019 409B)
Size L (000 019 409C) 
Size XL (000 019 409D)

Netting system for the boot  
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
Set of two vertical nets (1ST 065 110)
Net behind the rear seats (1ST 065 110A)

Protective foil for loading edge*

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
(1ST 061 197)

Plastic boot dish  
(1ST 061 160)

Net under the parcel shelf* 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
(1ST 065 110D)

* Available during the Q1/2017.

Portable coffee maker
(000 069 641C)

Thermo-electric cooling box (15l) 
(5L0 065 400)
Thermo-electric cooling box (20l)   
With car battery voltage guard (000 065 400G) 

Textile foot mats
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
4-piece set 
Prestige with decorative grey trim
1ST 061 404Q right hand drive
Sport with red stitching
1ST 061 404L for 3-door right hand drive
1ST 061 404N for 5-door right hand drive
1ST 061 404S for right hand drive

Rubber foot mats
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
4-piece sets for 3-door version  
1ST 061 550A cars for right hand drive
5-door version  
1ST 061 500A cars for right hand drive
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Basic roof rack 
3-door version (1ST 071 126); 5-door version (1ST 071 126A)

Lockable bicycle rack with aluminium profile
Capacity up to 20 kg. The bicycle holder is the right thing for all ambitious bikers.  
The carrier consists of an aerodynamically shaped aluminium profile and holder of  
chrome-plated steel. Easy mounting crossbars allow for easy handling.  
It weighs around 3.2 kg. (000 071 128E)

Lockable bicycle rack with metal profile (000 071 128D) No photo

Lockable ski or snowboard rack with aluminium profile
Capacity up to 4 pairs of skis or 2 snowboards (000 071 129H)

Lockable ski and snowboard box
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
Capacity up to 5 pairs of skis or 4 snowboards with a volume of 380 litres. 
Successfully passed City Crash Test (5L6 071 175)
Black (5L6 071 175A); Silver (5L6 071 175); White (5L6 071 175B)

While the Citigo’s generous interior offers ample space for shopping, luggage and even the 

odd picnic hamper, when it comes to bikes and skis we recommend adding a little extra 

storage. These handy accessories ensure you can transport all the equipment you need, 

with all the ease you’d expect, without compromising on safety or passenger comfort.

Any Genuine Accessories that can be fitted to the outside of the Citigo 

must undergo the City Crash test. This includes subjecting the car to 

simulated crash conditions at 30km/h, where a rack loaded with 

transportable items must remain on the car body under a force of 

approximately 9-12G. After all, the last thing we’d ever want are  

your bikes or skies hitting anything other than the slopes.

TRANSPORT

The City Crash is a method of testing  
genuine accessories products that can  
be fitted to the vehicle’s body. 

City Crash test by ŠKODA was verified for lockable ski and snowboard box, and for basic roof rack.
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SAFETY
We understand that peace of mind on  

the road comes in many shapes and sizes. 

That’s why we’ve created this extensive 

range of accessories. Our child seats 

make a great long-term investment as 

they adapt to the ever-changing size of 

your smallest passengers. For the added 

safety of other drivers on the road, you’ll 

find our choice of practical features can 

make a big difference. Finally, to help you 

protect the beauty of your car we’ve also 

designed a range of car care products.

Category (according to weight in kg)

Name 0+ (0–13) 1 (9–18) 2 (15–25) 3 (22–36)

BABY-SAFE Plus child seat 0–13

ISOFIX Duo Plus child seat 9–18

Wavo 1-2-3 child seat 15–36

Protective pad under the child seat
(000 019 819A)
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Wavo 1-2-3 child seat  
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
(000 019 903D)

BABY-SAFE Plus child seat  
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories 
(1ST 019 907)

ISOFIX Duo Plus child seat  
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories  
(DDA 000 006)

0–13 kg 9–18 kg 15–36 kg



Snow chains
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories  
For 165/70 R14 tyres; made of quality titanium 
alloy - very easy to mount on a parked car  
(000 091 387AL)

Tow rope 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories  
(GAA 093 009)

Foldable snow shovel
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Made of aluminium alloy, weight 750 g, three-part, 
including a practical textile bag
(5L0 099 320)

Rear parking sensors  
For monitoring distance of vehicle from 
potential obstacles (1ST 054 630)***

Reflective safety vest
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Made of 100% polyester, supplied in a textile case
Yellow (000 093 056F)  
Orange (XXA 009 001)

Photo for illustrative purposes only.  
Actual product may vary.

Spare bulb set
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories  
For cars with front fog lamps (1ST 052 000)
For cars without front fog lamps (1ST 052 000A) 
For cars without front fog lamps (1ST 052 000B)*
For cars with front fog lamps (1ST 052 000C)**

Warning triangle 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories  
(GGA 700 001A)

Insect remover (000 096 300C)
All-in-one universal cleaner (000 096 301C)
Wheel rim cleaning gel (000 096 304C)
Dashboard care (000 096 307D)
Rubber care gel (000 096 310D)
Glass cleaning 1:100 concentrate (000 096 311E)
Screen wash additive - Winter (000 096 311F)
Screen wash readymix - Winter (000 096 311G)
Wash & wax shampoo (000 096 315C)
Wax polish (000 096 317D)
Screen wash additive - Winter (000 096 319C)
De-icer (000 096 322D)
Leather cleaner (000 096 323G)
Leather treatment (000 096 323H)
Glass polish (000 096 329A)
Car care kit - Winter (000 096 352H)
Car cosmetics presentation kit (000 096 356A)
Car care kit - Summer (000 096 356B)

First aid box
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
Content complies with amended Directive No. 216/2010
(3T0 093 108)

 * Will be offered only for cars produced since CW 34/16
 ** Will be offered only for cars produced since CW 34/16 – 22/17
 *** Willbe offered only for cars produced till 22/17
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Safety bolt set
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
The bolts require a special adaptor to be unscrewed  
to avoid unauthorised wheel removal
(000 071 597C)



DRIVEN BY SOMETHING DIFFERENT

To bui ld your own ŠKODA vis i t  skoda.co.uk
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Your ŠKODA Retailer:

The information in this brochure referring to specification, design, equipment, material and external appearance relates to the 
time at which this brochure was printed. Whilst every effort is made to ensure its accuracy, the information in this brochure is 
not binding and is subject to alteration. Some images within this brochure depict left hand drive models, with both standard 
and optional equipment shown. Please confirm exact specifications, prices and colour availability with your ŠKODA Retailer 
who will be notified of any changes as they occur.

UK 06/17
03330 037 504
skoda.co.uk
customerservices@skoda.co.uk

Speak to your local ŠKODA Retailer or visit skoda.co.uk for all pricing and fitting information.


